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While configuring a process flow in "draft mode", we add shapes to describe a process, then we______ and______. (Choose Three)

A. Provide instructions for each assignment
B. Create mock user interfaces
C. Identify decision outcomes
D. Add data pages to define the data structure
E. Add audit notes to flow shapes

Answer: C

Select the best approach to verify than an end user enters an email address in the correct format

A. Use a drop-down list to provides a set of allowed values
B. Use an edit validate rule to match the format to an expected pattern
C. Use a validate rule to match the format to an expected pattern
D. Use a data transform to match the correct format to and expected pattern

Answer: C

Which of the following describes the function of a Class? (Choose Two)

A. To facilitate deployment, making it straightforward to move rules from one system to another
B. To assist with security in application development, providing groups with access to particular sets of rules
C. To specialize functionality for different work types in the same application
D. To specialize the process for different divisions in the same company

Answer: C, D

When creating an application with both implementation and framework classes, which class would be the directed parent of a work class in the implementation layer? (Choose One)
A. The corresponding work class in the framework layer
B. The class group in the framework layer
C. Work-
D. The class group in the inheritance layer

**Answer:** A

**QUESTION:** 221
Which of the following classes corresponds to a work type? (Choose One)

A. Work-
B. MyCo-FW-HRApp-Work
C. MyCo-FW-HRApp-Work-EnrollBenefits
D. MyCo-FW-Work

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION:** 222
A data page is refreshed if the condition in the Do not reload when field is true.

A. True
B. False

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION:** 223
When are declared pages created? (Choose One)

A. At system startup
B. When the previous version expires
C. When first accessed
D. When the rule gets created

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION:** 224
To create a report that displays all open cases (.pyStatusWork) and who they are assigned to (.pxAssignedOperatorID), which of these two properties would you
need to optimize?

A. Only .pxAssignedOperatorID  
B. Both .pxAssignedOperatorID and .pyStatusWork  
C. Property optimizations is not required  
D. Only .pyStatusWork  

**Answer:** C  

**QUESTION:** 225  
Data pages can be populated from a: (Choose Two)  

A. Report definition  
B. Local list defined in a property  
C. Data transform  
D. Drop down list  

**Answer:** A, C  

**QUESTION:** 226  
IN the application, the email consumption leads to case creation & then the fetching prices from price catalogue, application connects to external system (wording can be different)  

A. PRPC act as service for fetching price from price catalogue.  
B. PRPC act as connector for fetching price from price catalogue  
C. PRPC act as service for creating case from email  
D. PRPC act as connector for fetching price from price catalogue.  
E. PRPC can act as neither service or connector for fetching price from price catalogue.  
F. PRPC can act as neither service or connector for creating case from email.  

**Answer:** B, C  

**QUESTION:** 227  
A review-type harness allows a user to:  

A. Review the information and take only local actions  
B. Review the information and not take any action
C. Review the information and take any applicable actions on that assignment
D. Review the information and either approve or reject

Answer: A

**QUESTION: 228**
Where Is an Edit Validate rule referenced?

A. Cell properties in a section
B. A property rule
C. A flow action
D. A flow rule

**Answer: B**
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